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ensure a dynamic game balancing. Dynamic game
balancing allows not only the classification of users’ skill
levels to be fine-grained, but the game difficulty can also
follow the players’ personal evolution, as they make
progress through learning, or as they regress (for instance,
after a long period without playing the game).
In order to deal with the dynamic game balancing
problem, different approaches have been proposed, based
on genetic algorithms (Demasi & Cruz 2002), behavior
rules (Spronck, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, & Postma 2004),
reinforcement learning
(Andrade et al. 2005) or
environment variables manipulation (Hunicke & Chapman
2004). These approaches have been generally validated
empirically with artificial agents simulating the diversity of
humans’ strategies. However, as user satisfaction within a
game is hard to infer using only such agents, it is necessary
to involve human players to effectively validate which
game balancing strategy provides the highest satisfaction
level to game users.
Analyzing users’ satisfaction within a game raises some
issues. Simply asking the users whether they liked a game
provides only superficial information about its overall
usability. In order to focus the evaluation on game
balancing, it is necessary to choose carefully the variables
to be measured, as well as the correct methods to collect
them. This paper extends our previous work (Andrade et
al. 2005) by including an evaluation by human players of
some of the current game balancing approaches, and by
validating the idea that dynamic game balancing is an
effective method to increase user satisfaction in games.
In the next section, we introduce the dynamic game
balancing task and some approaches to address the
problem. Section 3 briefly describes previous work.
Section 4 presents elements that should be considered
when evaluating user satisfaction in games. Then, in
Section 5 we apply the concepts from the previous sections
into a real-time fighting game. Finally, we present some
conclusions and ongoing work.

Abstract
User satisfaction in computer games seems to be influenced
by game balance, the level of challenge faced by the user.
This work presents an evaluation, performed by human
players, of dynamic game balancing approaches. The results
indicate that adaptive approaches are more effective. This
paper also enumerates some issues encountered in
evaluating users’ satisfaction, in the context of games, and
depicts some learned lessons.

Introduction
Usability is widely recognized as critical to the success of
interactive systems (Maguire 2001). One of the attributes
associated with a usable system is the satisfaction that the
user feels when using it (Nielsen 1993). In computer
games, one of the most interactive domains nowadays, the
satisfaction attribute is the most important component of
the overall usability, as the main goal of a game user is to
be entertained (Pagulayan et al. 2003).
A game player’s satisfaction is influenced by different
variables, like the graphical interface, the background
story, the input devices, and, in particular, game balancing.
Game balancing aims at providing a good level of
challenge for the user, and is recognized by the game
development community as a key characteristic for a
successful game (Falstein 2004). Balancing a game
consists in changing parameters, scenarios and behaviors in
order to avoid the extremes of getting the player frustrated
because the game is too hard or becoming bored because
the game is too easy (Koster 2004). The idea is too keep
the user interested in playing the game from the beginning
to the end.
The traditional approach to providing game balancing is
to fix some pre-defined and static difficulty levels (e.g.,
beginner, intermediate and advanced) and let the user
choose the best one for him or her. However, this approach
fails to deal with the great diversity of players in terms of
skills and/or domain knowledge, as well as their capacity
to learn and adapt over time. Moreover, as players may
improve their performance at different rates and use
different learning strategies, an alternative approach is to
provide user adaptation mechanisms (Langley 1997) to

Dynamic Game Balancing
Dynamic game balancing is a process which must satisfy at
least three basic requirements. First, the game must, as
quickly as possible, identify and adapt itself to the human
player’s initial level, which can vary widely from novices
to experts. Second, the game must track as closely and as
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the genetic operations, so that the evolution is biased by
them. These models are constructed by offline training or
by hand, when the agent’s genetic encoding is simple
enough. This is an innovative approach. However, it shows
some limitations when considering the requirements stated
before. Because it uses pre-defined models, the agent’s
learning is heavily restricted, jeopardizing the application
of the technique for very skilled users or users with
uncommon behavior. As these users do not have a model
to speed up learning, it takes a long time until the agents
reaches the user level. Furthermore, this approach works
only to increase the agent’s performance level. If the
player’s skill regresses, the agent cannot regress also. This
limitation compels the agent to always start the evolution
from the easiest level. While this can be a good strategy
when the player is a beginner, it can be bothering for
skilled players, since they will need to wait significantly
for the agent to evolve to the appropriate level.

fast as possible the evolutions and regressions in the
player’s performance. Third, in adapting itself, the
behavior of the game must remain believable, since the
user is not meant to perceive that the computer is at times
playing with a virtual hand tied behind its back (e.g., by
executing clearly self-defeating actions).
There are many different approaches to address dynamic
game balancing. In all cases, it is necessary to measure,
implicitly or explicitly, the difficulty the user is facing.
This measure can be performed with a heuristic function,
which some authors (Demasi & Cruz 2002) call a
“challenge function”. This function is supposed to map a
given game state into a value that specifies how easy or
difficult the game feels to the user at that specific moment.
Examples of heuristics used are: the rate of successful
shots or hits, the numbers of pieces which have been won
and lost, life point’s evolution, time to complete a task, or
any metrics used to calculate the game score.
Hunicke and Chapman’s approach (Hunicke & Chapman
2004) controls the game environment settings in order to
make challenges easier or harder. For example, if the game
is too hard, the player gets more weapons, recovers life
points faster or faces fewer opponents. Although this
approach is effective, its application is constrained to game
genres where such particular manipulations are possible.
This approach could not be used, for instance, in board
games, where the players share the same features.
Another approach to dynamic game balancing is to
modify the behavior of the Non-Player Characters (NPCs),
characters controlled by the computer and usually modeled
as intelligent agents. A traditional implementation of such
an agent’s intelligence is to use behavior rules, defined
during game development using domain-specific
knowledge. A typical rule in a fighting game would state
“punch opponent if he is reachable; chase him otherwise”.
Besides the fact that it is time-consuming and error-prone
to manually write rule bases, adaptive behavior can hardly
be obtained with this approach. Extending such an
approach to include opponent modeling can be made
through dynamic scripting (Spronck, SprinkhuizenKuyper, & Postma 2004), which assigns to each rule a
probability of being picked. Rule weights are dynamically
updated throughout the game, reflecting the success or
failure rate of each rule. This technique can be adapted for
game balancing by not selecting the best rule, but the one
deemed closest to the user level. However, as game
complexity increases, this technique requires a lot of rules,
which are hard to build and maintain. Moreover, the
performance of the agent becomes limited by the best rule
available, which can be too weak for very skilled users.
A natural approach to address the dynamic game
balancing problem is to use machine learning. Demasi and
Cruz (Demasi & Cruz 2003) built intelligent agents
employing genetic algorithms techniques to keep alive
agents that best fit the user level. Online coevolution
(Wiegand, Liles & Jong 2002) is used in order to speed up
the learning process. Online coevolution uses pre-defined
models (agents with good genetic features) as parents in

Challenge-Sensitive Game Balancing
Our approach to the dynamic game balancing problem is to
use Reinforcement Learning (RL) (Sutton & Barto 1998)
to build intelligent adaptive agents capable of providing
challenge-sensitive game balancing. The idea is to couple
learning with an action selection mechanism which
depends on the evaluation of the current user’s skills. This
way, the dynamic game balancing task is divided into two
dimensions: competence (learn as well as possible) and
performance (act just as well as necessary). This
dichotomy between competence and performance is well
known and studied in linguistics, as proposed by Chomsky
(Chomsky 1965).
Our approach faces the first dimension (competence)
with reinforcement learning. Due to the requirement of
being immediately able to play at the human player level,
including expert ones, at the beginning of the game, offline
training is needed to bootstrap the learning process. This
can be done by letting the agent play against itself (selflearning) (Kaelbling, Littman & Moore 1996), or other preprogrammed agents (Spronck, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, &
Postma 2004). Then, online learning is used to adapt
continually this initially built-in intelligence to the specific
human opponent, in order to discover the most suitable
strategy to play against him or her.
Concerning the second dimension (performance) the idea
is to find an adequate policy for choosing actions that
provide a good game balance, i.e., actions that keep both
agent and human player at approximately the same
performance level. In our approach, according to the
difficulty the player is facing, the agent chooses actions
with high or low expected performance. For a given
situation, if the game level is too hard, the agent does not
choose the optimal action (provided by the RL
framework), but chooses progressively less and less suboptimal actions until its performance is as good as the
player’s. This entails choosing the second best action, the
third one, and so on, until it reaches the player’s level.
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system (Nielsen 1993), a game should be evaluated with all
its user’s categories. The only restrictions for the testers are
the same as the ones of the game, which usually relates to
age requirements.
In order to consider all the range of aspects that
influence game balance and user satisfaction, our usability
test includes controlled user testing, satisfaction
questionnaires, and post-experience interviews (Maguire
2001). The controlled tests, intended to collect data when a
user performs a pre-defined set of tasks, are used to
measure the variables directly related to game balance,
isolating it from other game aspects. Data can be collected
by automatically logging user actions and performance or
by observing his/her actions, comments and expressions
during the test. Satisfaction questionnaires are applied to
collect subjective data, through options lists and
evaluations scales, like Likert scales (Nielsen 1993).
Finally, post-experience interviews are used to collect data
not covered by the last methods, like user opinions and
suggestions about improvements on the game. In these
interviews, it is worthwhile to make users feel comfortable
to expose his/her perceptions and opinions. So, although a
semi-structured questionnaire is useful to guide the
interview, the interviewer is free to change the script
inserting or removing questions.
Once we have defined the usability methods to be used
in the test, the next step is to define the tasks to be
executed. When a user begins to interact with a system, it
is possible to distinguish two phases, as shown in Figure 1.
At the beginning, the user usually improves his or her
performance rapidly, as consequence of learning to use the
system. As time progresses, learning tends to slow down
and user skill becomes stable.

Similarly, if the game level becomes too easy, it will
choose actions whose values are higher, possibly until it
reaches the optimal performance. In this sense, our idea of
adaptation shares the same principles with the one
proposed by Spronck et al. (Spronck, SprinkhuizenKuyper, & Postma 2004), although their work does not
state explicitly the division of competence and
performance, the techniques used are different, and the
works have been developed in parallel.
It is not in the scope of this paper to detail any of the
dynamic game balancing approaches, since the focus here
is the evaluation of user’s satisfaction with respect to the
these approaches. More details can be found in the cited
literature.

Evaluating User Satisfaction
Game balancing is a property related to the challenge faced
by the user. It can be inferred from different variables. A
natural approach is to use the evolution of the player’s
score. Scores are based on objective measures, such as,
number of won and lost pieces, life points’ evolution, or
rate of successful shots, and can be automatically
computed during a game. However, as the overall goal of
game balancing is to increase user satisfaction, it worth to
check if a fair score is really entertaining for the player.
Some authors already addressed the task of relating
objective variables to users’ satisfaction (Yannakakis &
Hallam 2005), creating a generic measure for the user
interest in a game. However, the lack of validation of this
measure with human players jeopardizes the application of
the method as a substitute for tests with human players.
Other authors developed a model for evaluating player
satisfaction in games (Sweetser & Wyeth 2005),
integrating different heuristics found in the literature. The
resulting model includes eight elements that impact on
player satisfaction within a game: concentration, challenge,
player skills, controls, goals, feedback, immersion and
social interaction. As game balancing strongly influences
variables like challenge and player skills, it seems to
impact strongly players satisfaction. Unfortunately, the
proposed model is validated only through expert reviews,
which do not represent adequately the broad spectrum of
game players.
Our approach of the task of associating game balancing
to user satisfaction makes use of usability tests, and
combines the measurement of concrete variables, the
opinions of the players collected through structured
questionnaires, and user open feedback about the game.
Before starting such tests, we must define: the goals, the
users (e.g., the testers), the usability methods used, the
tasks that each tester must execute, and the variables used
to measure the performance (Nielsen 1993). Our goal is to
check the best strategy to balancing a game, as well as if it
provides a good level of user satisfaction.
In computer games, there is a great diversity among
users in terms of skills and/or domain knowledge. As
usability tests should reflect the real range of users of a

Figure 1: User learning curve
To define the tasks to be executed in the controlled test,
it is important to divide them in two distinct sets, according
to the learning curve. The first phase, which we will name
“learning phase”, is used to check learnability (Nielsen
1993), which means how easy it is to start using a system.
In fact, this is a key issue in game development, as a user
can give up playing if he or she feels its beginning too easy
or too hard.
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The second phase, which we will name “evaluation
phase”, is used to perform the main measurements and
comparisons among different game balancing strategies, as
learning does not have a strong influence on the player
performance between subsequent tasks.
A key issue when dividing the user learning curve in two
phases is setting the point in which learning becomes
stable. As each user has different skills and experiences,
this point can indeed vary. After this point, we must ensure
that all users have, approximately, the same skill level.
Therefore, while beginners must take more time to reach
this point, experienced players can reach it faster. A
straightforward approach to this task is to use checkpoints:
when the user reaches it, he/she goes to the next phase.
Examples of possible checkpoints are winning a
percentage of opponent pieces in a board game, defeating
an intermediate boss in a fighting game, or exploring the
full map in a first-person-shooter game.
While the user executes the pre-defined tasks, each
method collects different data. The controlled test collects
data related, for instance, to game score, time to complete
tasks, and user efficiency. Satisfaction questionnaires
collect user perceptions in a structured way, possibly been
applied at different times. Finally, post-experience
interview collect qualitative data about the test, such as
information not covered by the other methods.

Test Plan
The tasks executed by the users are divided in two phases,
according to Figure 1. In the learning phase, each user
faces only one of the four agents being evaluated, as user
performance changes a lot between subsequent fights. The
agent which each user faces is randomly chosen by the
application. The checkpoint used is an evaluator agent,
which is the same to all users. Only when the user defeats
the opponent chosen by the application can he/she face the
evaluator. The evaluator is a traditional reinforcement
learning agent, previously trained against a random agent.
It is a different character of the game, stronger than the
user character, in order to ensure that the testers are really
skilled after defeating it. The learning phase ends when the
player defeats the evaluator.
In the evaluation phase, all users face all four agents
(SM, TLR, GL and CSRL, in this fixed order),
sequentially, during 5 fights each. So, while the first phase
duration depends on the player skill, the second phase is
constant (20 fights).
In all tests, the player is accompanied by an expert, who
is responsible for introducing the test, observing him/her
while executing the pre-defined tasks, and interviewing
him/her in the end. In the introduction, all players are told
that the main goal of the test is to evaluate the game, not
the players, and so they should act as natural as possible
(Nielsen 1993). The testers are also told that the collected
data will be used so that the identity of each player is not
revealed. The test itself is automatically conducted by the
game, with the evaluation tasks integrated to its story.
While the player performs the test, the expert just observes
him/her, without providing any kind of help. Then, the
expert interviews the tester, collecting the impressions
about the game.
Beyond the data manually collected by the expert
through observations and interviews, some data are
automatically registered by the game through logs and
questionnaires. Logs are used to register the time each user
spends in the learning phase, the fighters’ life points’
difference after each fight, and the efficiency of the agents.
The questionnaires are used at two stages: before the test,
to determine the group (beginner or expert) to whom the
user belongs, and after the evaluation phase, in order to
compare the four different game balancing strategies.

Case Study
Game Description
As a case study, we evaluated different game balancing
approaches with human players into Knock’em (Andrade
et al. 2004), a real-time fighting game where two players
face each other inside a bullring and whose functionalities
are similar to those of successful commercial games, such
as Capcom Street Fighter and Midway Mortal Kombat.
The main objective of the game is to beat the opponent. A
fight ends when the life points of one player (initially, 100
points) reach zero, or after 1min30secs of fighting,
whatever comes first. The winner is the fighter which has
the highest remaining life at the end. The environment is a
bidimensional arena in which horizontal moves are free
and vertical moves are possible through jumps. The
possible attack actions are to punch (strong or fast), to kick
(strong or fast), and to launch fireballs.
Four types of agents were implemented in the game: a
state-machine (SM, static behavior), a trained genetic
learning agent (GL, intelligent and with genetic learning
skills) (Demasi & Cruz 2002), a trained traditional RL
agent (TRL, intelligent and with reinforcement learning
skills) (Sutton & Barto 1998), and a trained ChallengeSensitive RL agent (CSRL, our RL-based model for
dynamic game balancing) (Andrade & al. 2005). All
agents’ initial strategy is built through offline learning
against a random agent.

Experimental Results
The tests were executed with four players: B1, B2, E1, and
E2. Two of them were beginners (B1 and B2, not used to
playing games) and two were experienced (E1 and E2, 6
years or more regularly playing games), according to the
self-description questionnaire applied before the test.
The length of the learning phase changed according to
the user profile. While the beginners took 18 and 13 fights
in this phase, the experienced players needed only 3 and 8
fights to learn how to play and defeat the evaluator
character. This result indicates that the user skill in games
has a strong influence in the learning phase, and so must be
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efficient in the mean, had a high variance, which means
that they couldn’t successfully deal with users’ different
profiles. The GL, on the other hand, had low variance, but
is the least efficient. The results are in Table 2.
Table 2: Agents’ efficiency

considered when designing intelligent adaptive agents.
However, as each tester has played with a different agent
(SM, GL, TRL, and CSRL), it is not possible to compare,
with only these users, the best game balancing strategy
with respect to learnability.
After the end of the test (after the learning and the
evaluation phase), all players answered a satisfaction
questionnaire, in which the main variable, user satisfaction,
was collected. When asked “Which opponent was most
enjoyable”, 3 users chose the CSRL agent, while 1 chose
the GL. In the feedback interview, the testers highlighted
that the CSRL agent was most enjoyable because it wasn’t
predictable, like the SM and the GL, whose movements
could be anticipated by the testers. Moreover, the CSRL,
the players argued, was not as difficult to defeat as the
TRL agent. However, an interesting note was cited by the
user who preferred the GL agent. The GL agent is
implemented as a population, in which each individual has
a static behavior, and only after each fight this individual is
evaluated and enhanced by the genetic operations, resulting
in a new behavior. Therefore, this agent created an
expectation to be predictable (as in a single fight it is
static), but surprised the user when the behavior changed in
subsequent fights. This feature was highlighted by some
users as a positive feature of the GL agent.
In the same questionnaires, the testers were also asked
about some characteristics of the most enjoyable agent that
each one chose. In these questions, a Likert scale (Nielsen
1993) was used. In such scales, the users are faced with an
affirmative and are asked to agree or not with it. Users can
answer according to the following scale: (1) completely
agree, (2) agree, (3) indifferent, (4) disagree, (5)
completely disagree. The users’ answers are in Table 1.
The second column denotes the means of the four users’
choice in the Likert scale, which range from 1 (completely
agree) to 5 (completely disagree). Table 1 results indicate
that the users disagree that the most enjoyable opponent is
predictable, but strongly agree that it is intelligent and
challenging.
Table 1: Post-test questionnaire
Affirmative

Agent

4.00

The most enjoyable opponent is intelligent.

1.75

The most enjoyable opponent is challenging.

1.50

Std. deviation

SM

4.70

1.00

GL

2.93

0.75

TRL

4.87

1.36

CSRL

4.85

0.65

The life point differences after each fight, which are
directly related to the game score, also confirm the
previous results, and are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Life points’ differences
Agent

Mean

Std. deviation

SM

32.20

21.42

GL

52.40

36.23

TRL

-5.55

41.27

CSRL

13.30

30.61

Table 4: Life point difference per user
Agent

B1

B2

E1

E2

SM

32.80

18.00

49.20

29.20

GL

69.60

34.00

59.20

46.80

TRL

-46.20

-3.20

39.60

-12.40

CSRL

-2.20

15.20

25.60

14.60

The positive values represent victories of the human
player, whereas negative ones represent defeats (and,
consequently, victories of the evaluated agent). Values
close to zero indicate that both fighters (the player and the
agent) performed, approximately, at the same level. Table
3 shows that only the TRL agent could beat, in the mean,
all its human opponents; however, its high variance
indicates that its performance changes with the user
profile. Actually, the results presented in Table 4 show that
the TRL agent was too strong against one of the beginners
(B1), but couldn’t perform so well against one of the
experienced players (E1). The SM and GL agents do not
have a good overall performance and cannot defeat even
the beginners. Finally, the CSRL agent, obtains an average
performance (although it should be more challenging), but
performed uniformly among the different users, as
indicated by its low variance.

Mean

The most enjoyable opponent is predictable.

Mean

The data collected through the questionnaires are
confirmed by the measurements on the users’ logs. In the
evaluation phase, each agent plays 5 fights against each
tester, in a total of 20 fights. The first variable analyzed is
the agents’ efficiency, which is the total of life points taken
from the opponent (the human players) divided by the total
of hits delivered in a fight. This variable is useful to check
whether the agents are acting consistently (high efficiency)
or randomly (low efficiency). We noticed that the CSRL is
one of the most efficient, in the mean, and also had the
lowest variance among users. The SM and TRL, although

Discussion
The different usability methods used in the tests showed
that the adaptive approaches to the game balancing
problem have the best results. It can successfully deal with
the diversity of users skills, providing an adequate
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challenge to each player. Moreover, the relationship
between balance and user satisfaction is also confirmed, as
players prefer the agents that act just as well as necessary.
The post-experience interviews also revealed interesting
data. All users perceived differences in behavior between
the evaluated agents, which mean that different game
balancing strategies produce effectively different agents.
When asked about the main feature of an entertaining
game, all testers highlighted the challenge as a key issue.
This result emphasizes the importance of game balancing
to increase user satisfaction in games. Finally, users also
cited the lack of predictability as an aspect that increase
users’ overall satisfaction. Indeed, avoiding repetitive
behaviors is another dimension that should be addressed by
a successful game balancing strategy.
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Conclusions
This paper presented the evaluation with human players of
different automatic (AI-based) game balancing approaches.
We used different usability methods to collect a broad
range of variables, including concrete data about the
challenge faced by the players and subjective data about
the satisfaction that they experienced. The results showed
that agents that implement a dynamic game balancing
approach performed close to user level, and also provided
the highest user satisfaction, validating our hypothesis of
mutual influence between game balance and user
satisfaction. Specifically, our challenge-based approach
was perceived as the best one in terms of satisfaction.
We also provided a detailed explanation of issues and
lessons concerning evaluation of user satisfaction in
games, showing some variables that should be analyzed
and effective methods to collect them.
We are now enhancing our challenge-sensitive approach
to incorporate the users’ feedback, such as the importance
given to surprising behaviors. Then, we will run the
experiments with a broader range of users, in order to
create more significant statistics about the game balancing
task. In this broader evaluation, we plan to include
Spronk’s approach (Spronck, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, &
Postma 2004) among the dynamic game balancing
approaches that will be evaluated. We also plan to evaluate
the applicability of dynamic balance approaches to more
complex game categories, which, contrary to fighting
games, do not provide instantaneous feedback about the
player’s performance, and which require from the agent a
wide range of actions.
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